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Contents

This is an archival posthumous data release on behalf of Dr. Hewitt Bostock in an attempt to capture his work in the Taltson Magmatic Zone.   It includes data (maps, station observations and measurements, and analyses) as well as listings of data (field notes, sketch maps, thin sections, and analyses) archived at the Geological Survey of Canada but not included in this data release.   Compiled and scientifically edited by Deborah Lemkow.

Directory structure

For a detailed listing of all files included in this release, refer to “documents and listings of archival data\ Data Structure.docx”

Documents and listings of archival data> lists of field books and unscanned data; unpublished (draft) manuscripts; metadata, marginal notes, detailed data structure, and source document for all files
Excel> unedited excel files of data- dykes, geochronology, mineral counts, microprobe, structural profiles, thinsections
Figures> .jpgs and .pdfs of some scanned files as well as figures included in some draft manuscripts and on Sheet 1 & 2.
Location map> shapefiles and ESRI mxd file for location map, Sheet 1.pdf
Scans> scans of various maps and figures, and field notes (documents); some of these have been previously published; map compilation was primarily compiled from large 250k scale mylars scans as well as the more detailed transcribed field mylars (quarter 1:250 000 scale boards).
Shapefiles> base (National topographic data); bedrock rock geology (compiled map including previously released Fort Smith geology but modified with post release data; rock type point data); geochronology (analyses for this project as well as regional data from other sources); magnetic susceptibility (field measurements); minerals_mineralogy (thinsection mineral counts and metamorphic mineral sets for various regions and rock types); station_samples (field stations and samples collected); structure (point data for field observations as well as larger scale features, faults, folds, shears and shear sense); surficial geology, digitized Fort Smith line and polygon features, and point data from field observations,
of_7683_1.pdf sheet 1 of 2 poster-sized pages which includes 1:250 000 scale map, location map, station density map, and geochronology table
of_7683_2.pdf sheet 2 of 2 poster-sized pages which includes map legend for map on Sheet 1, marginal notes, and map compilation sources (duplication of file in \Documents and listings of archival data)

All data is in projection NAD 83 UTM 12.  
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